if they wish to elevate performance to equal status with the composed score. Analytical musicologists have methods to explain the characteristic features of compositions. But there is precious little beyond the journalistic that attempts to explain the uniqueness of performances and performers. 4 If performance is as significant as the notated work 5 and performers have played a decisive role in the reception and canonization of pieces, 6 musicologists must be able to show what identifies a particularly famous interpreter just as they can state what characterizes the works of a prominent composer. Yet at this stage we seem able only to indicate and account for general trends an equivalent of signposting periods of compositional styles, such as the Baroque, the Modern, or the Romantic.
We wish to contribute a step towards establishing individual signatures of famous violinists. 7 sonatas and partitas for solo violin have been selected to build on two earlier studies that reported on their recorded performance history 8 and to focus on works where a single, unaccompanied artist can be studied. Over sixty recordings of the Bach solos had been surveyed out of which the performances of two violinists, Jascha Heifetz and Nathan Milstein, have been chosen for the current investigation. There are several reasons for this choice: first, they both recorded the solos, or certain works of the solos at least twice (see more on this below), providing opportunity for establishing both within and in between thesevariants and similarities. Second, they were close contemporaries, sharing similar biographical characteristics, a fact which is helpful when aiming to distinguish cultural and periodical trends they both started their career at the beginning of the recording industry and thus were educated in an era when recordings might not have influenced general norms of practice. They can be marked differences in their playing will manifest themselves, while potential similarities may demark the stylistic language of the period (or school) that contributed most to the formation of their musical and technical maturity. To be able to address this last point, we will compare aspects of their recordings to other interpretations released contemporaneously. The selection includes recordings of Joseph Szigeti, George Enescu, and Yehudi Menuhin. 9 Szigeti (1892 Szigeti ( -1973 recorded the complete set in 1955 and individual works (most often the A-minor sonata) in 1933, 1947, 1949 . He was a pupil of the Hungarian Jenö Hubay and may be regarded as a -influenced tradition. During the first 48 years of his life, Szigeti lived in Europe, but eventually moved to the United States in 1940. Enescu (1881 Enescu ( -1955 represents the oldest generation in the selected sample. Although primarily a composer, he was also an excellent pianist and a renowned violinist and teacher who taught many upcoming violinists, including Menuhin and Ida Haendel. His master class in Paris was 1940s. 10 Menuhin (1916 10 Menuhin ( -1999 ) is included as a representative of the next generation;; a child prodigy (just like Heifetz and Milstein) and a pupil of Enescu (1927-8) , he was the first to record the entire set in 1934-36. His second recording of the works was made at a more mature age, in 1957. Other violinists active at the time have either not recorded the solos, or recorded only selections and only once. 11 Hence additional data will only be used when the argument calls for further evidence.
When studying the performances, we are not concerned primarily with how they may relate to historicallywe aim to distinguish general trends from individual style to enhance our understanding of twentieth-century violin playing as such. Although the provision of a transcription of the 9 All recording details are listed in the Discography at the end of the paper. 10
The CD re-ARSC (Association of Recorded Sound Collections) in Stanford, California where the first author presented a section of this paper, it was suggested that Enescu recorded the works around 1952. So far no definitive date could be located for the interpretation studied here, although it is likely that Enescu made only one recording of the set. 11
Adolf Busch (1891 Busch ( -1952 is somewhat exceptional because he recorded the D minor Sarabanda twice (on its own in 1928 and then as part of the complete partita in 1929). However, he never recorded the complete set.
of Ferdinand David (1843) as well. 12 The Neue Sachlichkeit era of the 1920s to 1960s nevertheless brought with it greater attempts by Bach performers to implement scholarly findings and directions. This was followed by intensifying debate in the 1970s-80s abou increasing popularity and eventually losing its marginal character for good by the 1990s. 13 These trends provide the cultural backdrop to the recordings under scrutiny here stemming as they are from the 1930s, 1950s, and 1970s.
BIOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND
Both Jascha Heifetz (1901 Heifetz ( -1987 and Nathan Milstein (1903 -1992 14 were students of Leopold Auer in St Petersburg;; Heifetz between the age of nine and fifteen, after two years with Malkin, a former pupil of Auer;; Milstein from the age of twelve to fifteen, having first studied for three years in his native Odessa with Pyotr Stolyarski. During 1926, Milstein also studied with Ysaÿe, although according 15 Their biographies share further similarities: after extensive tours in Europe they both moved to the US in the 1920s;; Heifetz taking out citizenship already in 1925, Milstein only in 1942, after more then a decade of touring and living there. However, Milstein re-established his European links after the war had ended while Heifetz decided to focus on teaching at the University of Southern irst and foremost on his D-minor partita and G-minor 12 Robin Stowell, Musical Times 128 (1987): 250-6. 13 Unaccompanied Violin Sonatas from 1802 to the Presen -century performance of baroque and earlier music see Harry Haskell, The Early Music Revival: A History (London: Thames and Hudson: 1988 23 In addition to the two commercial complete recordings, we will also rely on analysis of the 1953 Library of Congress Recital recording of the D-minor partita. Some of his cited comments imply an analytical-intellectual approach, reflective of certain principles associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit era: an emphasis on steady tempo and literalism. Others imply that the later recording would be freer, more improvisatory. This second complete set was made in 1973 (but released only in 1975) , the same year the journal Early Music was launched heralding a new era in twentieth-century performance of baroque music. 24 Milstein was most probably aware of the new awakening, and even though no prototype was yet at hand (Sergiù the historically-informed performance features. It remains to be seen if these assumptions are upheld by a close analysis of the audio documents. ANALYSIS both aural and software assisted analyses have been conducted scrutinizing bowing, fingering, dynamics, the execution of multiple stops, rhythm and tempo, and the use of portamento and 22 NBC Hour Heifetz on Television Visions: Heifetz in Performance DVD Video Documentary (BMG Classics 82876 63886 9). 23
Quoted in Campbell, The Great Violinists, 135. 24 heated critical debates regarding the validity and practicality of aiming at adhering t The assumption that the meaning of a musical piece would be directly derived from the exploration of the original intentions of its composer and that these intentions could be established with confidence were presented side by side with a more skeptical and critical outlook legitimizing intuitive performance factors and calling for pluralistic attitudes to interpretation -
Early Music
Early Music 2 (1974): 101-Early Music 1 (1973): 195-199; ; J. M. Early Music 3 (1975): 348-351; ; Early Music 4 (1976): 491. Urtext editions were used. 25 Overall the results show that Heifetz employs bolder expressive means in repeats where he varies articulation and bowing, uses a greater dynamic range, more frequent and audible portamenti, and stronger accents, including subito piano effects and agogic stresses on melodic climax notes. Importantly, while his technical execution varies considerably across the two recordings and/or in repeats, his interpretative reading of the works remains fairly constant while becoming slightly more literalistic.
Compared with Heifetz, Milstein seems to be more consistent both in terms of technique and overall interpretation across the earlier and later recordings, although there are some differences in bowing, phrasing and dynamics between the earlier and later complete sets. In ween repeats, steadier and less extreme tempos, hardly any portamento, and a rather narrow and impeccably regulated vibrato throughout, with frequent use of open strings. In his 1975 recording the range of tempi is even more limited (slow movements are faster, fast ones are slower), but the vibrato is slightly wider and there are greater variations of dynamics lighter and rounder timbre than the fierce, abrupt, and, at times, scratchy tone of the previous generation (e.g. Enescu and Szigeti) from metrical hierarchies, but rather from melodic considerations, even though these tend to coincide with harmonic motions something later historically-informed musicians have become attuned to in their performance considerations. The dance element is often weak and the basis of ow vibrato, and use of open strings lend his interpretation a contemporary sound that resembles future historically-informed performance (HIP) style in many respects. For instance, his performances of the fugues or the D-minor Allemanda are rhythmically shaped and projected, even if he does not go as far as some of the baroque violinists recording in the later 1990s. In other respects his playing is representative of the literalist school, with little variation of dynamics and tempo. The dance movements also tend to be rhythmically underbroad range of musical styles and characters across the six pieces is subdued in favor of a somewhat homogeneous tone, tempo, and metric profile.
PHRASING AND EXPRESSION: TONE, DYNAMICS, BOWING, FINGERING, AND MULTIPLE STOPS
As stated above, Heifetz makes considerable changes in repeats. The obvious ones are the wider range of dynamics and the varied fingering that allows for more portamenti. For closer analysis the Andante from the A-minor sonata could be selected. Here the phrasing is quite broad with longer legato lines. The rests are ignored and notes are over-held (see arrows in Fig.  1 , next page);; especially the down beats and structurally significant notes are elongated. The movement is dynamically more intense and emotional, with a wider vibrato, stronger rallentandi, and fluctuating dynamics. The legato approach blurs note repetitions while the accompanying double stops are subdued so as not to interfere with the continuity of the melodic line (Figure  11 b) Other solutions include stopping and vibrating the A string at the octave (D5;; third finger, first position) or just playing the note on the stopped G string. The former tends to produce stronger signals in the even harmonics of the fundamental (i.e. all the harmonics of its octave). None of the selected violinists seems to have chosen such a fingering. In the last case proper vibrato can be generated;; an opportunity that modern violinists, including Heifetz and Menuhin, but even Enescu and Milstein in 1954-6 tend to exploit.
In the E major Loure both Szigeti and Enescu opt for a mostly legato style with regular down--down or up-up with a break in the sound, as opposed to slurs) bowing. Milstein also plays much legato (and slow) in 1955. In the later version the performance is still legato but a bit more articulated, mostly through subtle changes in dynamics and slight tempo fluctuation, creating a sense of forward motion and welldelineated phrases and sub-phrases. Heifetz (1952) starts off lighter, though legato. Eventually his style also becomes rather sustained with on-the-string bowing and weakened definition of rhythm.
There is quite a different bowing strategy in the fast movements, for instance the Allegro assai finale of the A-minor sonata. Szigeti chooses spiccato bowing (a rough sautillé) and throws the bow off the string mostly at the middle or top third of the bow resulting in squeaks and an unfocused, airy tone. Play Audio Ex. 3: mm. 1-19, 1933. bowing in the repeat, which makes the movement sound like a showpiece and hinders tone quality. Play Audio Ex. 4: mm1-3 and repeat of mm. 1-3, 13-17. détaché style (i.e. played separated in the upper half of the bow) both in 1954 and 1975. The sound is clean and resonant. Neither version has changes in the repeats. Play Audio Ex. 5a: mm. 1-3 and repeat of mm. 14-18, 1954 Play Audio Ex. 5b: mm. 1-3 and repeat of mm. [1] [2] [3] 1975 adagio remarkably consistent across his two recordings: such are the bow changes he makes contrary to the markings of the score, which occur at similar places in the C-major Adagio (e.g. the unslurring of upper voice in m. 5 b. 1, the slur omitted between bb. 2-3 in m. 14, and the division into two of the originally slurred four sixteenth-notes in m. There are also differences, especially in melismatic passages of the Adagio Recurrent bow-change affects brightness and power of sound and is therefore used during lines of dramatic developments, for instance in the descending melisma of m. 42 bb. 2-3, which is divided into two bows in the early recording while in the later version delivered with several bow-changes, but not quite as required by the slurring of the score. Similarly, the successive sixteenth-notes cadence in m. 46, where the three bows of four notes each chosen in the earlier recording are exchanged for extensive bow-changes in the later one ( Figure  3 ). There are other melismas that are bowed differently, such as the one in m. 12 bb. 2-3, which is slurred in the later recording;; or the one in m. 40 bb. 2-3, where the two bows of the In the fugues, bowing and dynamics serve to outline melodic contour and to portray the version of the C-major Fuga, for example, while the exposition (mm. 1-66) makes use of a semi-detaché stroke (apart from several slurs between successive quarter or eighth-notes for easier bow distribution), the following episode (mm. 66-92) features successive eighth notes in a spiccato fashion, i.e. through the use of a bouncing, light and short stroke. This articulation alternates with detaché bowing, which highlights measures of charged harmonic contexts or is used to differentiate between assumed melodic lines (m. 72, 74, 76-77, 84-86) . In the next fugal section (mm. 92-115), the subject is presented with a wide bow-stroke on the quarter notes, played legato when possible alongside quickexecution of the multiple-stops. A sudden shift to soft dynamics in m. 115 is combined with long slurs highlighting the ascending sequences of the melodic line (m. 115 b.3-m. 121 b.3). Play Audio Ex. 6: mm. 1935 uses spiccato in the first episode (mm. 66-92), drops the dynamic level suddenly in m. 115, followed by long slurs until m. 121 b. 3. The execution of the highly polyphonic texture of mm. 147-165 is also similar in both recordings: the chords are broken from top to bottom to highlight the bass line, while quadruple-stops are presented with firm attacks, their higher notes held out to convey the melodic contour (mm. 157-161). Play Audio Ex. 7: mm. 147-172, 1952 . It is debated carefully considered bowing choices informed by an in-depth analysis of the score.
Differences between his two recordings are slight and limited to a few select spots. For instance, presentation of the subject at the beginning sounds clearer in the later version because of the sharp shortening of the contrapuntal voices in the double-stops (mm. 4-8) and the delivery of quicker, shorter strokes than the semi-detaché used in the former version. The light, fast sound of his earlier recording during the pedal-point section (mm. 186-201) suggests an execution with the upper, lighter part of the bow. In the later recording, however, he uses the lower part of the bow, creating audible bouncing on the pedal point (D string), while gradually moving towards the upper half.
impression. The 1975 recording of the C-major Fuga presents a richer palette of inner changes and developments than his earlier version. Here the tempo and rhythmic nuances are more prominent, the dynamic spectrum has a wider range, and articulation is more frequently varied, all serving the large-scale structure. The exposition may provide a good example. It starts in a contemplative mood achieved through long legatos, soft dynamics, and a much slower tempo than the one presented in his earlier recording. Firmer dynamics are reserved for voice entries (m. 10 b. 3;; m. 24 b. 3) while intermediary sections (e.g. mm. 20-4) are played more softly and lightly, with shorter strokes. Larger sections are terminated by tapering dynamics and slight rallentandi (e.g. mm. 26-30) . Choice of bow strokes is also more varied in the 1975 recording. In mm. 52-56, for example, Milstein uses light detaché on the first pairs of eighth-notes, followed by a slur on the successive pair of notes to reach the lower half of the bow and to deliver the next pair of eighth-(e.g. mm. 66-92), is contrasted with broad, detaché strokes on the successive eighth-notes episode of mm. 165-186. Play Audio Ex. 8: mm. 1-189, 1975 . Whether is not known for sure. But it is certain that the baroque bow bounced differently and created a less even tone quality than its post-Tourte modern version, which brought with it several apparently new kinds of bow strokes. 30 Given the variety of shades the baroque bow produced so naturally, perhaps it was less important to create variation through specifically diverse bow stroke types. 31 fancy bowing or that Bach would not have approved of such an interpretation. The specific characteristics of adagios and fugues namely the appearance of autonomous voicing in a polyphonic context pose considerable challenges for any violinist. The manner of execution of triple- and quadruple-stops, the articulation of inner voices, and the strategies for shaping large-scale structures can vary greatly.
C-major Adagio and Fuga, for example, an emphasis of the melody in the bass line or an inner voice often results in chords being played from top to bottom or with a regular break followed by a jump back to the bottom note (e.g. mm. 18, 22-29, 41 and 45 of the Adagio;; mm. 24-26, 100, 110, 127, 152-157 in the Fuga). 32 Other times there is a delay in the sounding of the chordal notes in order to lean on and thus emphasize the melodically important pitch (e.g. mm. 121-123 of the Fuga). Quickexecution of the multiple-stops, involving a firm attack on all strings for simultaneous playing of all notes, is used when the middle or top voices are important (mm. 92-115, 133-134, 158-161) .
Fuga is less clearly projected. Mi detaché strokes that highlight the horizontal melodic line even within quick-cut and at times simultaneous execution of multiple-stops. 32 This Bachgesellschaft. 22. bis 27. October 1980 (Mainz and Bretzenheim: Neue Bachgesellschaft, 1980), 176-184) . Since the term is now absent from modern violin vocabulary, the question arises regarding the manner of execution zurück meaning Schlag, or schlagen -placing at the frog of a downJoachim, who has been reported to use zurückschlagenden Bogen rejected such delivery and favored attacks on two successive strings during multiple stops. 33 In the following Fuga, his 1954 version delivers a more staccato articulation and the horizontal bass lines are delineated through short chords turned upside down (mm. 24-26, 109-111, 121-122, 127, 152 b. 3), as well as by prolonging the bass notes (mm. 3, 54, 58-59). In the later version, the inner voices are highlighted through clipping the rhythmic values of the subsidiary voices, leaving the inner, leading melodic line transparent (mm. 30-34, 109-111, 122-126, 154-156) . Where the melody occurs in the higher or lower voice of the multiple-stop, chords are sometimes semi-arpeggiated (mm. 3, 99-103, 127, 144) .
By glancing at the execution of their contempora closer to Heifetz: fierce and abrupt attacks, often off-the-beat, with the higher notes accented.
18, 22-23, 27-28 in the Adagio, Play Audio Ex. 9: mm. 19-29, 1934;; mm. 58-59 in the Fuga). The sound is tense, and relatively small range of the dynamic spectrum. During highly polyphonic episodes of the Fuga eighth notes (mm. 98-111, 122-137) . Play Audio Ex. 10: mm. 1957 heavy-handed. The fierce sound of the C-major Adagio is enhanced by their practice of using a fast up-bow prior to a multiple-stop so that the latter could be played as a down-bow. Frequent accents are put on eighth-notes preceding their paired multiple-stops. In the Fuga, quadruple chords are played ferociously and broken in two-plus-two fashion, i.e. the lower notes are played off the beat and the higher notes longer with a full sound. Triple-stops tend to be played simultaneously, with short down bows. All this reflects the conviction of the time that aimed to perform every note according to its written value and which provided ground for the idea that 33 Addressing the complex issue of HIP practice is beyond the scope of this paper. For studies that discuss playing techniques and practices in detail see, for example, Colin Lawson and Robin Stowell, The Historical Performance of Music: An Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999);; Dorottya Fabian, Bach Performance Practice, 1945 Practice, -1975 Busch much more so than the older Enescu. Interestingly, Milstein seems to have always been rather literal and steady with rhythm and tempo, although he compensated for this evenness with well-placed accents and light (and sparingly used), agogic stresses. Yet even in his case a tendency for decreasing rhythmic flexibility can be noted between the earlier and the later versions especially in this partita. Such a result somewhat contradicts his assertion that the was thinking more in terms of articulation and dynamics, both of which are more detailed and nuanced in the later version. As the issue of dotted rhythms in baroque music has generated much debate throughout the twentieth century, 36 it might be instructive to look at the performance of dotted rhythms more closely. Three movements are singled out for their prevalence of dotted patterns: the C-major Adagio, the D-minor Corrente, and the E-major Loure.
Both Heifetz and Milstein play the C major Adagio rather slowly and legato, particularly in their respective earlier recordings. The sustained style and slow tempo lull the effect of dotting, but closer inspection and measurements of note durations indicate over-dotting. Generally, the first beat of each measure is most overaround 0.82:0.18, Milstein around 0.80:0.2) in measures with multiple-stops than when only around 0.76:0.24). 37 Overall, the patterns are slightly more overThe D-minor Corrente is in 3/4 with alternating triplet runs and leaping dotted eighthsixteenth pairs. Theorists often discuss how to perform the dotted patterns in such context. Some argue that dotting simply indicates long-short pairs in a triplet fashion 38 while others claim that over-dotting is necessary to really contrast these gestures with the smooth triplet motion. 39 The contrasting interpretations of Heifetz and Milstein exemplify these two positions. Heifetz tends to under-dot, playing mostly longoverhis basic approach remains unchanged. In the 1935 recording, he plays a little slower and with more detached articulation. This makes the interpretation sound more dotted even though the long-short ratio has hardly changed (.66 in 1935 and .64 in 1952 , for the dotted note). There are many accents and stressed notes that help to project the pulse and create rhythmic groupings.
36
For an overview of the major issues of concern see Stephen Hefling, Rhythmic Alteration in Seventeenth-and Eighteenth-Century Music, (New York: Schirmer, 1997) . For a review of the debate see Fabian, Bach performance practice, 169-74. 37 Dotting ratios are expressed relative to the whole unit created by the dyads. In other words, the theoretical ratio of a dotted-eighth and sixteenth pair, equaling one quarter-note, is expressed as 0.75:0.25 = 1. When the dotted r-dotted. For the current discussion of dotting ratios, all measurements were obtained in Adobe Audition 1, using the waveform and spectrogram displays as well as audio clues. Note durations (Inter-Onset-Intervals) were calculated from note on-set times. (New York: Schirmer, 1993) , 96-music is extensive (see n. 36). Here, we only refer to the most important contributions to that literature, which discuss the specific issue of interlaced dotted and triplet patterns.
These are further emphasized through additional portamenti playing flows more evenly though the accented and stressed notes are present. Instead of delineating rhythmic groups, however, he tends to phrase through fluctuating dynamics. Most importantly, an even lesser dotting furthers the flowing character, the long-short pairs hardly disrupting the smooth stream of triplet runs (Figure  4 ). duration (mS) Heifetz 1952 Theoretical 2:1 ratio The two earlier recordings of the piece by Milstein show the opposite. The performed dotting ratios are consistently over-dotted. The most consistent over-dotting occurs in the 1955 version, which is also played the most staccato ( Figure  5) yet the 1955 version sounds more dotted because of the sharp staccato articulation, creating gaps (or kerning) between the dotted and the short notes. The earlier concert performance uses a more tenuto, almost legato articulation. The 1975 version is a little slower and the articulation is less detached. There are stressed and elongated notes (e.g. selected downbeats), but the dotting is quite literal, the average measured ratio fluctuating between .74 and .76 (Figure  6 ). Play Audio Ex. 13: mm. 1975 Glancing at the delivery of dotting in other contemporaneous recordings (Figure 6) In the recordings under discussion, the E-major Loure is performed in a slow tempo and ations confirm the perception. 
Tempo Choices
We mentioned above that all selected violinists chose a rather slow tempo for the Loure;; the slowest being Szigeti and the fastest Heifetz and Milstein in 1975 (Table  3) . A study of all available recordings of the Solos indicates that the movement continued to be played fairly slowly throughout the century. If violinists playing on historical instruments are separated out then the average beat per minute for the dotted half note is 20 for mainstream players and 24 for historically-informed performers. Exceptions are Thomas Zehetmair, Sergiu Luca, Arthur Grumiaux, and Monica Huggett on the faster side and Schlomo Mintz and Gerard Poulet on the slower end of the spectrum. Table  3 . Average tempos in recordings of the E-major Loure.
Artist, date
Average bpm for dotted half note 
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By referring to the number of standard deviations from the mean (STDEV), information regarding the extremity of tempo choice can be obtained. If the STDEV number is smaller than 1, this means that the performance falls within the tempo choice of approximately 66% of all performances. A number that is greater than 2 indicates that about 95% of the performances differ from that one. A negative number means a tempo that is slower than standard. The degree of rallentando in m. 8 is greater than in 1935. Importantly, in both recordings the tempo at the end of the phrase is faster than at the beginning and the repeat of the phrase starts with a gradual slowing of tempo until m. 4. During the repeats, the second half of the phrase is similarly shaped as the first time, but the relaxation of the tempo at the end is greater, bringing repose prior to the start of the next section of the movement (Figure  7) . especially in the first playing: a slowing down in m. 4 is followed by a steady acceleration from m. 5 to m. 7. The final measure and the repeats are slower than the beginning. In 1975 Milstein pushes ahead with the tempo at the end of the repeat. Interestingly, the tempo fluctuations of the while Play Audio Ex. 16a : Heifetz 1935 Play Audio Ex. 16b: Heifetz 1952 Play Audio Ex. 16c : Milstein 1954 Play Audio Ex. 16d: Milstein 1975 For these observations on tempo, a metronome and a stopwatch were used. The overall tempo of long-line segments was obtained with a metronome. The tempo of short fragments (1-2 measures) was calculated using a stopwatch. Each sample was timed twice to the thousandth-of-a-second. The average time was divided by sixty and multiplied by the number of beats in the segment. This final figure was considered as the tempo rate (beats per minute). Heifetz 1935 Heifetz 1952 Milstein 1954 Milstein 1975 The two artists display a consistently different approach in their shaping of the second half of the movement (Figure  8) . After a common initial acceleration to and sudden slowing in m. 12, Heifetz (both versions) plays in a fairly even tempo until m. 20. The swift rush in this measure is balanced by a drop in tempo in the next with further fluctuations in the final measures preceding the repeat. In contrast, Milstein (both recordings) hurries ahead in m. 17 (probably to minimize the impact of the cadence in m. 16) and then gradually slows until the saraband rhythm in m. 21 (vii 4 2 moving to i 6 4 ), followed by a resurging tempo that leads to the repeat. Milstein does not do the second repeat in 1955, however the repeats in all the other recordings show similar trends in tempo fluctuation.
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Sonic Visualiser (version 1, 2007 Heifetz 1935 Heifetz 1952 Milstein 1955 Milstein 1975 Given his consistent approach in the Sa recordings of the C-major Adagio and Fuga are striking. The earlier Adagio has more pronounced fluctuations of tempo. The extensive rallentando in m. 14 to about = 50 bpm is followed by a gradual accelerando from m. 16 to m. 31, which is intensified by an abrupt speeding up from m. 22 onwards, reaching about = 76 bpm towards the end of the fragment. Immediately after, there is a sudden drop of tempo on beat two of m. 31 to about = 58 bpm. The coda also has a slow, rhapsodic character terminating with an extensive and conspicuous rallentando (m. 46). Although the faster and steadier pace of the later recording impresses as being a different interpretation, similar conceptual strategies can be identified upon closer inspection. The rallentando in m. 14, the acceleration between mm. 16-31, and the flexibility of the penultimate measure are all there, the differences in interpretation thus proving to be in degree, not in kind.
Generally speaking, in the Fuga alterations of tempo occur prior to ending and commencing new sections and during dense polyphonic textures (for easier deliverance of multipletempo is quite steady, and the overall form is projected through differences of articulations and other idiomatic devices. However, compared to Heifetz, Milstein utilizes more pronounced rallentandi, fermatas, and accelerandi at the end and beginning of long sections (mm. 64-66, 92, 146-147, 164, 200 etc.) and adds more agogic accents to inflect the rhythm for clearer delineation of inner-lines (mm. 106-115, 136-137 etc.) . His tempo modifications are enhanced by sudden shifts in volume and/or tone. A good example is the section between measures 147 and 165: after a rallentando in mm. 146-147 followed by a fermata on the D-major chord, the new tempo fluctuations are limited to speeding up in sections of successive eighth notes (e.g. mm. 115-121 and 165-201) and slowing down during highly polyphonic textures of triple-and quadruple-stops (e.g. mm. 121-137). Such alterations of tempo in the episodes (e.g. mm. 66-92) and the use of fermatas prior to voice entrances (e.g. mm. 111-121) are common in other time according to current knowledge of baroque performing conventions.
As mentioned earl Fuga recording makes use of a richer palette of tempo and rhythmic nuances. The exposition of mm. 1-34, for example, is presented at a much slower tempo (around 63 bpm) than in the earlier version, yet both tempo and dynamics become more tense and urgent as the third and fourth voices pile up, reaching 80 bpm in mm. 24-33, amidst frequent bow changes. Another example is the episode between mm. 92-137, where the flexing of tempo and rhythm assists the bringing out of short phrases and inner-line groupings (notice, for instance, the strong rallentando over leaned-on bass-notes in mm. 109-110, 113 -118, or the use of fermatas on the multiple-stops ending the phrases in mm. 111, 118).
PORTAMENTO
It is well known that the practice of portamento (sliding from one note to the next for expressive purposes) has declined rapidly over the course of the twentieth century. Several studies have demonstrated this in various genres. 49 It is also known that Heifetz continued utilizing the device quite liberally. Our investigation confirms the status quo. Heifetz plays portamenti much more frequently than anyone else. He is especially keen to pepper his repeats with them for additional emphasis or expression. Szigeti follows fairly closely while the others portamento in the first play, it will recur in the repeat. The others seem less consistent. Careful listening highlights the problem that slight or soft slides might not have been intended portamenti;; they do not seem to serve any obvious expressive purposes. Rather, they are likely to be simply audible shifts. Earlier violinists seem less concerned with trying to avoid them. This attitude could be 49 In orchestral, solo, and string quartet repertoire: Robert Philip, Early Recordings and Musical Style, 143-204; ; in 168-224; ; in solo pieces, Mark Katz, Journal of Musicological Research 25 (2006): 211-232; ; and in concerti -Century C louder and slower when the apparent intention is to add emphasis or to heighten the force of expression. Such sliding occurs less frequently, mostly in the repeats. By the same token, and intentional, contributing to his unique sound and colorful tonal palette, i.e. part of his artistic signature. VIBRATO The analyses of vibrato using a spectrogram display similarly confirm expectations. Readings in various movements give slightly different results, but by and large the rate of vibrato is fairly steady and normal (6-6.5 cycles per second) across all recordings and artists. Heifetz quite irregular, fast, and often quite wide (averaging half a semitone in 1952). In terms of speed, regular (Figures  9a-b) . He plays many notes without vibrato (for instance in all three recordings of the D-minor Sarabanda, see Figure  10 , or in mm. 34-36, 43, 45 , 47 of the C-major Adagio). Longer notes often start and finish straight, with vibrato added only in the middle (e.g. C-major Adagio m. 12 b.2: C 4), like in the practice of several latter-day baroque violinists (e.g. Monica Huggett, Lucy van Dael) . 50 At times the vibrato is so shallow that the undulations in intensity seem more crucial than oscillation of frequency. In 1975, his vibrato is a little more continuous and wider (especially towards the end of notes) but still the shallowest among the examined violinists. With regards to his control of the technique it is worth highlighting the evenness of vibrato of others tends to drop out around the onset of the additional voice (Figures  11a-b Figure  9b . Vibrato width averaged across all measurements (A-minor Andante, E-major Loure, D-minor Sarabanda). Dynamics is yet another element contributing to an individual mark. A subtly rich and dynamic nuances to assist expressivity and musical structure. Heifetz exploited a wide dynamic range mainly during repeats, pointing to its treatment as idiom, i.e. something to call upon in this repertoire rather than it being part of his general approach to musical phrasing. This idiomatic use of dynamics was also noticed in his performance of the adagios and (especially) fugues, where terraced, blockline with views on baroque performing conventions current since th is more representative of the earlier beliefs that proclaimed a single constant affect per and historically informed interpretations by recent reading would seem to belong best to the literalistic school that underplays the expressive depth Rhythmic interpretation has also been evaluated as exemplifying personal mark. tendency to under-dot dotted figures and deliver marked accents is constant throughout reversed approach of over-dotting accompanied by the use of sharp staccato seems in turn to herald performance of dotted rhythms as discussed in eighteenth-century documents. Tempo fluctuations were common in most movements of all recordings by both artists and have been used to assist phrasing and the projecting of the overall structure. Generally treatment of tempo is steadier and executed over longer periods of time. However, in the fugues, In this regard then, the playing of Heifetz may be closer to the presumed conventions of baroque performance practice. Baroque historical treatises discuss local, bar-level rubato within an overall steady tempo;; it is not until the nineteenth century that speeding up in the middle of a phrase becomes commonly mentioned. 52 52 Richard Hudson, Stolen Time: The History of Rubato (Oxford and New York: Clarendon Press, 1994) . A short summary of the different kinds of rubato can also be found, for example, in Stowell, The Early Violin and Viola, 99-100.
Vibrato is yet another idiosyncratic element of expression that could be specifically vibrato was found to be shallow and even, added at times only in the middle of long notes (creating a slight swell or messa di voce effect) or omitted all together. His attitude thus may be considered to be in line with what is believed to have been the baroque practice.
When comparing the different versions by the same artists various disparities emerge. s later turn to more literal ratios in the performance of dotted-figures or the richer palate of tempo and rhythmic nuances presented in his second recording of the Cmajor Fuga er emphasis on separated notes on the one hand (through extended presentation of martalé, détaché etc.), and a lighter sound on the other hand (through bouncing spiccato and longer slurs, which force the violinist to economize in speed and bow-pressure in a way that affects tone brightness and power). All this confirms the validity of his own assessment of the two versions quoted at uent recordings show the reverse. Tempo, rhythmic projection, and phrasing are less flexible in 1952 than in 1935. While Heifetz utilizes various means of articulation to differentiate voices in both versions (e.g. in the C-major Fuga), divergence between the recordings is most pronounced in his variegated bowings especially in the repeats of binary-form dance movements. Frequent bow division and the use of quick, whole-length bow strokes used for single notes dominate his later recording, bringing about a bright and intense sound.
Similar evolution could be traced in the execution of multiple-stops. While Heifetz achieved through the shortening of rhythmic values in subsidiary voices, use of arpeggio, and lack of vibrato, is a later development. That said, personal traits were clearly observed quick-cut, fierce chord execution presented in a manner resembling his other contemporaries.
quickly decaying subsidiary voices, seems also an immutable characteristic (Table 5 , see next page). With all the selected artists it was possible to observe a slight tendency for a more evened-out, less inflected approach in the recordings of the 1950s. Menuhin, the youngest of them all, seems to provide the clearest example, while Enescu, the oldest in the pool, the least conforming one. This tendency is illuminated through the comparison with the earlier or later flexibility and variety. Given the dates of their respective recordings of the solos, the difference between Heifetz and Milstein may be erroneously assigned to a generational gap, assuming Heifetz to be older and representative of a more subjective attitude, while Milstein to be younger and representative of the more positivistic approach typical of mid-century. However, as is known, they were born only two years apart and they both seem to have been influenced to a greater or s complete set from 1952 is more flexibilities and expressive nuances together with a greater use of open strings and low positions, indicating perhaps the impact of changing scholarly beliefs regarding baroque performing Importantly, the examination showed that although similarities are often more obvious scrutinized, the interpretive models in bowings, tempo or rhythmic execution was clearly observable alongside relative consistency of practice in elements such as sound production, chord-progression, fingering, and vibrato. While technique seems to direct interpretative choices, thus limiting the influence of changing trends, over the years artists may gradually adapt their technique to suit changing aesthetics. At the same time, consistency of practice indicates the fundamental nature of formative years as well as the importance of artistic temperament. The recordings of the virtuosic and idiosyncratic Heifetz provided less consistency in execution (except for the prevalence of sliding) than the interpretative direction that shows some surface similarities with the practices of latter-day period instrument violinists. technical foundations from different teachers;; Heifetz from Malkin, Milstein from Stolyarsky. The claims that Auer left technical matters to his assistants, or that he expected his pupils to be technically
